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The-in lies the issue. Branding
politics, or its limits. Those
who put their President on a
brand of peanut butter will
argue that there is no law that
prevents them from bottling
or selling bread and butter,
even cooking oil, water, or
other product. It is when we
assign a political interest in
the matter that it becomes a
conversation. Surely if one
can manufacture and sell
party regalia to one’s supporters, the limits to branding are
infinite
Whether one agrees with the
ruling party or not, is there
any broken moral to Zanu-PF
branding Mnangagwa on peanut butter

Branding, Bread And Butter
VILLEN

SUBSCRIBER CJ
The difference here is the
butter is not free, and there
are competing neutral brands,
so people have a choice to pay
for one brand over another.
Chibage che USAID is accepted because it’s free. If a
price is attached to it, then it’s
exposed to competing brands,
and the story changes.
In principle, there is nothing
wrong with branding anything and putting it on the
market. Anyone has the absolute right to brand the peanut
butter with Zanu logos and
president. However, the point
I’m making is that branding
has an effect on customer perception. There are brands that
some customers don’t want to
associate with.
And political brands are the
most sensitive. Therefore as
much as it is anyone’s right to
put political brands on their
product, it is also the market/
customer’s right to reject a
brand they dislike.
The problem is that people
make their choice to brand
their products the way they
like, but they don’t want to
receive the rejection and the
right to the choice that the
customer/market is entitled
to.

For, the record, America will
not suffer over the Russian
and Ukraine war as indicated
by some hosts for Russian
propaganda, no good facts
and excellent analysis will
correctly point to an Issue of
America one coming period
suffer fm the effects of this
war created by Russia. Instead, the writer, s composition is totally misdirected and
full of misconceptions, the
victim here is Russia’s economy reeling under heavily
proclaimed sanctions, by the
west. There is no way in the
normal sense that people can
say Russia’s economy is in its
stable state in the absence of
fundamentals that makes the
economy grow. America is
not the kingpin of this war
but came in as a united front
under the EU and NATO
in helping Ukraine an independent state after it asked
for assistance to counter the
marauding Putin/Russia as
it went on to invade Ukraine
for no apparent reason. The
truth of the matter is that
Putin came in with sense of
trying to help his ally imagine
as a terrorist the same way he
did in Crimea in 2014. Such
stories and facial accounts
that America, s economy will
suffer bcoz of this war are not
only distorted information
full of lies and propaganda
but are myth stories. Only

thrown into the bin after
perusing through. America, s
economy will remain intact,
despite natural effects that
come and go, leaving results
for the economy to fluctuate
like any country. Just wait
for the days to come, Russia
will be worse than Somalia in
Africa. Time will tell.
INFORMATION
CLEARING HOUSE
Proponents of Washington’s
proxy war have no idea of the
magnitude of their mistake
or how much damage they
are inflicting on their own
country. The Ukraine debacle
is the culmination of 30 years
of bloody interventions that
have brought us to a tipping
point where the nation’s
fortunes are about to take a
dramatic turn for the worse.
As the dollar-zone shrinks,
standards of living will
plunge, unemployment will
soar, and the economy will go
into a downward-death spiral.
Washington has greatly underestimated its vulnerability
to catastrophic geopolitical
blowback that is about to
bring the New American
Century to a swift and excruciating end.
MBULAZI
You’re mentioning an important point. One American
military chap said, what US

knows is that their aircraft
depend on aerial refueling.
That refuelling depends on
the aircraft carriers. However, everyone knows where
everyone’s aircraft carrier
is (so Russia knows US and
vice versa) and in this war, if
WW3 will be won by hypermissiles and so it’s unlikely
US necessarily has all the
power and favour.... Those
were reasonable thoughts....
Oh, the chap was responding
to some discussion about
where the USA could send
nuclear weapons as a start
and ending of the war.
[06/19, 08:41] Mbulazi: In
essence, he was saying American troops are stuck at home
(and US-based) but most
of the big infrastructure is
visible.
He also spoke about destruction of satellites....that Russia
and China have the capability
to destroy them... Lol... He
said there is no clear victory
on this one and it will be won
by hyper missiles...
Oh, he also mentioned that
America’s weakness is also
that most “raw materials processing plants were closed”.
USA depends on imports for
a lot of their steel and other
inputs to replenish destroyed
artillery. He mentioned that
unfortunately, some of the
major suppliers may not be
on US side in WW3.
Of coz, his analysis is not

conclusive, but it’s something
worth pondering.
GOODMAN MUSARIRI
A political party is an agent
given a mandate by the citizens sovereigns who legally
constitute it for the vision,
mission, aims and objectives
and shared values that are
espoused in the respective
Constitution that marks the
very existence of the political
party. A political party must
therefore be a body corporate
that is a separate legal entity
from its member and that is a
going concern, limited liability, and address, a membership
clause, a leadership structure
and which has perpetual
existence.
A political party follows the
law of causation and agency
where Citizens Sovereigns
remain the true MASTERS
of their destiny even as they
outsource their democratic
responsibilities to either a
political or a government.
Citizens on their own are
not a Political Party without Constitution but remain
independent contractors who
can transact as individuals or
form , constitute and join a
political party.
CCC right now in not a
CONSTITUTED IDEA thus
remaining a *LEGAL NULLITY*.
Goodman Tamuona Musariri
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Aadhya Publishing House Gives Voice And Opportunity To All In Free Expression
Also, The Panache – It’s not
just a name, it’s a core value
of Aadhya Publishing House
as they firmly believe that
talent should not die.
They also believe in nurturing new talent in the field of
literature and giving each
and every poet the opportunity to express themselves
and get the due recognition
they deserve.

By Terrence Mwedzi
I urge poets to take
advantage of (The Panache) to showcase their
God-given talents, and
it’s never too late

It is not untrue that The
Panache is now a magazine
that has reached all the
corners of the world and is
famous in 20 different countries (Zimbabwe and South
Africa included).

By Terrence Mwedzi
This week on the Digital
Sunday Express I write
about one of the most exciting media products on the
market, the Panache Magazine.
It is an open secret that
poetry is a fascinating communication tool. It speaks,
it transmits, it excites, it
transforms, and it changes
your mind.
Without a doubt, poetry
has the genuine power to
make a solid sense of the
world through the human
expression of writing – and
reading.
Personally, poetry has
changed my life drastically. Infact I got to be in the
Sunday Express because of
poetry and use of words.
I write because I have something to write, simple as
that. I have the belief or
the feeling that a pen is my
sword to fight against the
problems of life, social ills,
etc.
My poems like Holy World,
Strange Parables, Flowers,
We Are Nature, The Old
Me, I Live, Modern World
Politics and Words Flow
were published and are now

What The Panache
Magazine Has Done Is
Change The Face Of Poetry
in preservation in the Indian
international magazine: The
Panache under AADHYA
PUBLISHING HOUSE.
To say that this magazine
put me on the global map
is an understatement. I will
continue to raise my Zimbabwean flag higher. As l pen
this piece, I am now sitting
on 50 poems, including
those that have not yet been
published. I will not end
there.
My first poetry book called
‘The Voyage Of Discovery’
will be out soon.
My poems like Holy World
tell us about the importance

Subscribe to the most progressive African Online
newspaper today: Visit www.zimbabwedigitalexpress.
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of faith. As human beings, I
believe that we must master
the art of trusting the process, no matter what problems or challenges we face in
our modern-day lives – the
sun will continue to shine.

icant – l have that belief.
On the contrary, I love that
my name is now known not
only in India but all over the
world because of The Panache international magazines.

Nothing lasts forever on
this earth, and no situation
is permanent. Every season
serves a purpose. Then,
poems like Flowers, and We
Are Nature encourages us to
value and protect the things
that surround us, such as
trees, flowers, mountains,
etc.

My poems are now recognised all over the world, I
feel that this media product
is doing an excellent job in
promoting poets, and writers globally – the young and
the old.

Those are the beautiful creations of God and every poem
I write has something signif-

Recently, the international magazine The Panache
awarded me two certificates.
This really means a lot to
me, this motivated me to
navigate uncharted waters.

The remarkable thing about
The Panache is that the
publisher Akanksha Shrivastava not only reads and edits
content, but also personally
interacts with the poets,
engages, and works on every
poem. This is hard work that
increases the level of the
magazine content.
Shrivastava always organises
quiz and free lectures for the
betterment of her writers,
and personally encourages
them to come forward and
take part.
I also want to urge poets
to take advantage of this
international magazine
(The Panache) to showcase
their God-given talents and
it’s never too late because l
strongly believe poetry is a
tool that can shape our modern society, so our voices
must be heard.
Let there be poetry!
Terrence Mwedzi is an
international award-winning Zimbabwean poet and
currently residing in the
Eastern Cape, South Africa.
He writes to Digital Sunday
Express in his own capacity and can be contacted at:
+27611370088 Email: moontafadzwa@gmail.com
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For SADC countries to be
able to attract the effective
foreign direct investment they
must come up with transparent, non-discriminatory, and
predictable policies.
It is important for policymakers to use policy rules rather
than discretionary policies for
monetary and fiscal policies
because policy rules yield better results than discretionary
policies.

The Danger Of Desperation
Is That It Attracts
Foreign Direct Investors
With Wrong Motives and
Ulterior Motives
By Clemence Mupfunya
This week I make my debut
on the Sunday Express with
an assessment of the economic environment for attracting
foreign direct investment in
emerging economics for the
Southern African Development Community (SADC
region).
After so many years of African countries having gained
independence most of them
are finding it difficult to gain
financial stability and operate
far below their potential full
employment.
Hence most African economies got an unemployment
rate that is higher in the
whole world.
This crisis has also been
enlarged by governments
focusing on the demand-side
policies and giving too little
attention to the supply-side
policies.
Therefore, in order for the
governments to solve unemployment and financial
crises most countries have
to consider foreign direct investment as the private capital
inflow of choice.
Foreign direct investment
creates more jobs in the local
economy by directly estab-

What SADC Should Not Be Doing, Is
To Be Desperate For Direct Foreign
Investment: Clemence Mupfunya
lishing new jobs and indirectly when local spending
increases due to purchases of
goods and services by the new
increase in per capita income
in the economy.
Foreign direct investment
also can be a fuel to economic development in the host
country by reducing inequality gaps by bringing new
infrastructure development
in remote areas of the host
country.
It also directly boosts technological advancement in developing countries since they
are financially strong they can
bring advanced equipment
that is needed for fast-moving
technological changes.
In order for this emerging
economy to reduce local market failures and also government failures, there is a need
for them to attract capital
inflow through foreign direct
investment.
Foreign direct investment

The
Sunday
Express

reflexes capital invested in a
country that provides manufacturing and service capabilities for both native consumers
and world markets.

it results in a higher marginal
propensity to consume due to
the heavy dependence of the
unemployed by those who are
employed.

Not only does this capital
signal investor confidence in
a specific sector and in the geopolitical climate of the host
country but it can also link
national economies benefiting
both the capital supplies and
the host region.

The marginal propensity to
consume was estimated to be
0.7 in South Africa and thus
leaving the marginal propensity to save close to zero at
0.3.

Hence, this article assesses
factors that can attract foreign
direct investment into the
SADC region if implemented
effectively. Capital Availability
investment is mainly dependent on the available investment capital that may be put
into circulation.
Multinational companies
and individual investors look
to emerging economies for
investment opportunities.
Since in the SADC region
the majority of economically
active people are unemployed

In countries like Zimbabwe,
there is a need to bring back
the confidence of people in
the financial sector so that
the economic agents can have
faith in the banking industry.

Stability: political and economic stability can facilitate
an influx of foreign direct
investment.
Acts of instability such as
human rights abuse, rioting,
rebellion and social unrest
are barriers to business and
can cause supply shortages
which will result in hyperinflation which renders a local
currency virtually obsolete.
The region had in more
than a decade faced political
instability with other political
parties and the general public.
Strong political policies
should be implemented,
and these should complement economic policies that
straighten the local currency.
Solving political instability allows the government
to generate more funds to
provide public goods and
increase central bank reserves
by selling government bonds
to international markets.

Government policies or
regulatory environment. National policies can be a double-edged sword, especially
those that favor state entities
at the expense of privately
owned firms.

Local SADC markets and
business climate; the sheer
size of SADC’s population
makes it an attractive region
for investors to commit capital to higher-end industries
like healthcare, information
technology, energy and engineering, and luxury goods
and services.

Due to liberation some of
the policies implemented by
those in positions of authority
are too political whether than
economic.

Economist Clemence Mupfunya is a correspondent for The
Sunday Express. He writes in
his personal capacity. Contact
him at (27) 67 208 2236.
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Joe Biden Unhurt After Tumbling Off Bicycle
By The Guardian
And Sky News
Social media went all ablaze
after Joe Biden fell off a bicycle near his Delaware beach
home Saturday morning, moments after greeting reporters
with a wave and a cheery
“Good morning!”
The president was near the
end of a bike ride with the
first lady, Dr Jill Biden, near
Rehoboth Beach where the
couple are celebrating their
45th wedding anniversary.
The 79-year-old president,
flanked by Secret Service
agents, was travelling at some
speed toward a turn, before
he braked to speak to a crowd
wishing him “Happy Father’s
Day” and tipped over.
Dr Jill Biden had already
made the turn and missed her
husband’s fall. Biden’s unexpected dismount came after
he stopped and was unable
to release his bike shoes from
the toe cages on the pedals.
Asked if he was OK, Biden
responded: “I’m good.” Asked
what caused the fall, Biden
said the “toe cages” on his
bike got caught.
He briefly engaged with
reporters. Asked if he is satisfied with progress on gun
legislation, Biden said: “In
Delaware, I am. Did you see
what they did in Delaware?
Passed an assaults weapons
ban. They did what I did years
ago. But I am happy with the
progress.”
Biden, wearing bright blue
shoes, grey T-shirt, navy
shorts and a white helmet,
got back on his bike. “Alright
guys, see you,” he said.
The 79-year-old leader and
first lady Jill Biden were finishing a morning ride when
the president decided to pedal
over to a crowd of well-wishers standing by the bike trail.
But he fell to the ground

when trying to dismount,
which was met with gasps by
shocked onlookers.
Several security agents rushed
to his aid after the fall, which
took place on a trail at Gordons Pond.
The president quickly collected himself and spent several
minutes chatting with people
who had gathered to watch
him cycle.
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Earlier, he had breezed past
members of the press after
setting off - unaccompanied
by the first lady - and said
“Good morning!” with a
wave. He and Jill have been
spending a long weekend at
their Rehoboth Beach home
after marking their 45th wedding anniversary on Friday.
The couple are understood to
be keen cyclists and often go

for rides around Delaware.
Clad in a grey t-shirt, navy
blue shorts, blue Nike training shoes and a cycling
helmet, Biden had set off 11
minutes earlier accompanied
by his security team.

“I’m in the process of making
up my mind.”

He told reporters he would be
talking to the Chinese leader
Xi-Jinping soon.
When asked about trade
tariffs, Mr Biden responded:

The US president stumbled
three times as he climbed the
steps of the aircraft at Joint
Base Andrews in Maryland.

Back in March, Mr Biden
fell up a flight of stairs as he
boarded his presidential plane
Air Force One.
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ZEP: Helen Suzman Foundation Alarmed At Threats Over Court Case
By News24
The Helen Suzman Foundation has launched legal action
against Cabinet’s decision to
terminate the Zimbabwean
Exemption Permit.
The foundation has, however,
received threatening responses, its executive director said.
In November 2021, Cabinet
made the decision not to
renew the permit.
The executive director of the
Helen Suzman Foundation
(HSF) says they have received “alarming” threatening
responses to the announcement that the foundation is

challenging Home Affairs
Minister Aaron Motsoaledi’s decision to terminate
the Zimbabwean Exemption
Permit (ZEP). Nicole Fritz
told News24 on Friday that
“... attempts to intimidate and
harass us is alarming and
scary”.
The foundation had already
filed court papers.
Fritz, who also raised the
issue of threats on her twitter
account, said the responses
they’ve received pointed to
how “frightening it must be to
be a migrant in South Africa
at this point in time”.
The ZEP, which ended on 31

December 2021, will not be
extended.
Those with a permit have a
12-month grace period to either apply for another type of
permit or leave the country.
Cabinet supported Motsoaledi’s decision.
HSF said in a statement that:
“It is not the position of HSF
that those migrants who are
in South Africa unlawfully
should be entitled to remain,
nor even that the ZEP must
continue in perpetuity.
“Rather, our position is that
those who have scrupulously
observed South Africa’s laws
in order to live and work
here, under the ZEP, cannot

have such permits terminated
without fair process, good
reason and a meaningful opportunity to regularise their
status. It is what our constitutional order demands.”

they are at the sharp end of
the unemployment crisis and
poverty.”
She emphasised that the 178
000 Zimbabwean exemption
permit holders had been in
the country lawfully and had
been observing the laws of
the country.

In November 2021, Cabinet
made the decision not to renew the ZEP. It raised the ire
of Zimbabweans and rights
They also have families and
groups, who approached the
court on an urgent basis. They had built their lives in the
were, however, unsuccessful.
country for over a decade.
Fritz also said the idea that
they could migrate to another
On Friday, Fritz said: “We, at
visa system was an “illusory
the Helen Suzman Foundaoption”.”It isn’t available to the
tion, we totally understand
vast majority of Zimbabwean
the anger and the frustration
and the pain of the very many exception permit holders,”
she said.
South Africans who feel like

Afrikaner Group Set To Patrol Zim-South Africa Border
By News24.com
JOHANNESBURG: Civil
rights organisation AfriForum has announced it has
launched a new initiative to
patrol with sniffer dogs at the
porous South Africa-Zimbabwe border in Limpopo’s
Musina area.
The initiative comes at a
time when the government
is battling to contain illegal immigration along the
Musina-Pafuri borderline
where parts of a controversial
multi-million rand fence have
been damaged.
AfriForum campaigns manager Jacques Broodryk said
the initiative was launched
following the support the
organisation received following the premiere of the Open
Borders documentary depicting the poor border control
between SA and Zimbabwe
and how the organisation’s
neighbourhood watches in

the area assist to safeguard
the community.
Broodryk said two sniffer
dogs, Duke and Hailey, have
since been donated and were
also trained trackers. He said
the neighbourhood watch
members and the dogs would
work closely with law enforcement agencies.
“The smugglers use the areas
with dense bushes to cross

the border and these sniffer
dogs will assist to quickly get
on the trail of the smugglers.
Duke (the dog) will also help
law enforcement during roadblocks because of his specific
skills to sniff out firearms and
drugs.
“Between June and September of last year alone,
AfriForum’s neighbourhood
watch in Musina helped to

seize smuggled goods with a
total value of more than R12
million. This has a substantial
impact on the illegal activities
and according to information
we have received, some of
these smugglers have thrown
in the towel because of the
resilience of our volunteers,”
Broodryk said.
When contacted, Home
Affairs spokesperson Siya

Qoza could not respond to
News24’s enquiry. He was
contacted again on Saturday
and still did not respond.
However, in his budget vote
speech, Home Affairs Minister Dr Aaron Motsoaledi said
immigration was “an elephant
in the room” and conceded
the problem of porous borders in the country.
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#Allin4health #health4all
#minding your wellbeing
#healthawareness
By Dr TW Changamire
This week I have chosen to
talk about how culture can act
as a barrier to health.
I had a conversation with an
elderly lady some few years
ago. She said as a young
woman she was having menstrual problems.
Her periods were prolonged,
and they were irregular and
unpredictable. This meant
that she would have to wear
a pad all the time and later
she switched to using a cloth
for sanitary purposes due to
financial constraints.
Obviously this went on to
affect her sex life with her
partner. The frequent irregular vaginal bleeding affected
her sex life. She decided to
seek medical help because
this condition was starting to
affect her quality of life and
she was also starting to feel
weak. When she finally got
to the doctor’s she was told
that she had low blood levels
a condition called anaemia
and she was also told that she
needed a blood transfusion.
Further investigation revealed
that she was not suffering a
uterine or cervical cancer, she
had a condition called dysfunctional uterine bleeding.
She went on to receive a
couple of blood transfusions
because both her and her
husband were sceptical about
the procedure initially. The
doctors had advised that
blood transfusions were not a
permanent solution.
Because she already had
children and she felt they
were enough, she agreed later
to the removal of her uterus.
The doctor explained that the
removal of her uterus would
not only help to prevent
bleeding but it would also
remove probability of other
cancers like uterine cancer
and cervical cancer.

Culture, And Women’s Health
For her the decision to remove her uterus began to
make a lot of sense but for her
husband, it didn’t. She decided to go in for the procedure
anyway, her operation was
done and it was successful.

are attached to them. This
is done by accessing these
organs through the vagina or
through the abdominal wall.
The gynaecologist decides
on the type of hysterectomy
procedure and consent is
obtained. The vaginal walls
remain intact and the “G
spot” which is thought to be
located within the vaginal
walls is untouched.

The bleeding problem
stopped because the source of
the bleeding was removed.
But she was faced with another problem. Her husband
refused to sleep with her,
saying that she was no longer
a woman because her uterus
was removed. She has had to
live with her husband’s decisions the rest of her life.
This is a sad story. A woman
has had to live in her marriage without engaging in
sexual activity simply because
her husband believes that
his wife’s womanhood was
stripped off her the day she
went in for the procedure.
Cultural beliefs or norms
should not act as a barrier to
health, imagine if this same
woman, had paid attention
and respected her husband’s
misinformed decision, she
might probably have continued to suffer and have had a
poor quality of life.
This made me realise that we
need to start talking about
how culture can affect health
and address the false beliefs

that are affecting people’s decisions on health. The removal of the uterus also known as
a hysterectomy is a procedure
which is frequently done. It is
done when
Dysfunctional uterine bleeding causes complications like
anaemia, it is done for multi-fibroid uterus when women
go for prolonged and painful
heavy menses also leading
to excessive blood loss and
anaemia occurs.
Hysterectomies are performed in women who suffer
from endometriosis. The
inside lining of the uterus is
called the endometrium.

Endometriosis is when this
lining grows outside of the
uterus and also acts like it.
So when menstruating these
growths also bleed wherever
they are located causing a lot
of pain and after some time
scarring.
Gynaecological cancers may
also be an indication to hysterectomy. After a pap smear,
women who are seen to have
abnormal changes may also
opt for a hysterectomy to prevent disease progression and
development of cancer.
The procedure itself entails
detaching the uterus and
cervix from the ligaments that

A woman loses the ability to
become pregnant again and
no longer menstruates. Sexual
experience after a hysterectomy varies from decreased
sexual drive to decreased
sexual satisfaction while other
studies show enhanced sexual
satisfaction in women.
Decreased sexual satisfaction
occurs if nerves have been
injured during the surgery.
Removal of the cervix may
also lead to decreased sexual
stimulation and climax.
Read The Full Article: www.
zimbabwedigitalexpress.com
Contact All In 4 Health – Dr
TW Ngwenya Changamire
– for General Medical Consultation, Health Screening,
Medical Check-up, Health Education and Promotion. The
Glen Marais Shopping Centre,
57 Veld Street, Glen Marais,
Kempton park 1619
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Three Things
That I Would
Change: Gender,
Racial Discrimi
nation Plus Youth
Unemployment

for Melmer Health?
My vision is to see Melmer
Health recognised the whole
world. Recently we have started placing some of our graduates in United Kingdom, but
this is just a start, the best is
yet to come.
Q. How do you market your
business?
Our business has kind of
marketed itself initially as we
delivered on the training, we
promised our students and we
helped our students also get
jobs after training, that in a
nutshell is what grew us. The
word out there became “train
with Melmer Health and get
a job.” We have also used our
website, Facebook, Instagram
and what’sapp groups and statuses to reach many people.

This week The Sunday Express with resident writing
coach Aubrey Mavhuli
caught up with Melmer
Health College Co-Founder
Melen Lingham, an innovative entrepreneur and someone with big dreams for her
future.
This is what she said.
Q: What piece of advice
would you give to college
graduates who want to become entrepreneurs?
Focus on your targets and
invest your time in marketing
then profit will follow. Marketing is your real work.
Q: What is the part of your
life experience you would alter if you had the chance to?
Not much, except maybe that
I took a bit longer to become
who I wanted to become. I
would have done it earlier.
We stayed with one branch of
the school for a bit too long
as well.

If I Were To Write My
Book, I Would Call It:
The Sky Is The Limit
from a poor background and
pushed herself ended up as
a nurse against all odds. My
own former boss Gerald Yosh
whose story really encouraged me that he barely finished standard 6 but became a
multi-millionaire and household name in the furniture
industry in South Africa.

Q: What would you say are
the top 3 skills needed to be
a successful entrepreneur?
Believing in yourself, know
your targets, know your target
market, have a vision, and
advertise and market yourself.
Q: How do you keep yourself
focused and productive in
your day-to-day busy schedule?
Never stop dreaming and
never lose the drive in you.
I get encouraged when I see
students from our college succeeding in their careers and
getting employed and hired
even internationally.
Q: How do you keep your
partnership in balance?
Our age difference has helped
us appreciate each other’s

views and contributions, we
come from the almost same
place, and we are both women. I am young and probably
more driven and a bit adventurous, but my partner keeps
me grounded. We are clear on
each other’s roles which helps
a lot.
Q: Who has been your greatest inspiration?
My own mother who came

Q: What business-related
book has inspired you the
most? What is your favourite book?
Am not much of a reader and
haven’t read many but I have
read your book Success Is Do
it Yourself.
Q: If you had a magic stick
which are the three things
you would change in the
world.

Gender and racial discrimination plus youth unemployment.
Q: If you were to write a
book about yourself how
would you name it?
I have had an interesting life,
my story is about a girl from a
poor background who made
it in a foreign country against
all odds, I would call it “The
Sky Is The Limit”.
Q: What other business ventures have you been involved
in either now or in the past?
I have done hairdressing and
eyelashes in the past, that
business helped me pay for
my fees to do Home based
care training and for my driver’s licence.
Q: What is your big vision

Q. What kind of culture
exists in your organisation?
How did you establish it?
Our belief is that the sky
is the limit, dreams without restrictions, no gender,
and no colour can stop you
from reaching your goals.
You always attract what you
think about and what you
see yourself becoming. My
own testimony and life have
encouraged those we have
trained and mentored.
Aubrey Mavhuli is author
of Success is Do It Yourself.
Book your spot in the Sunday Express Online Book
writing course today and receive a free copy of the book.
Mavhuli is author of Marketing Sense: An entrepreneur’s
marketing guide that brings
results and chief copywriter
and marketing consultant at
SuperValueCopy.com.
He is a serial entrepreneur
who runs a copywriting and
marketing consultancy, solar
installations company, an
Ecocash shop, and a mixed
farm in Gauteng.
He is a motivational speaker
and trainer on marketing,
copywriting, sales, leadership, and success. Email: aubrey@supervaluecopy.com.
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7pm he was at Emily’s doorstep and, coincidentally, he
received her first call in two
weeks.
She would be arriving at her
place around 2200; a taxi
would drop her at her doorstep. Once again it was going
to be Eustina ‘s company till
2200 or beyond, past midnight, then a bold decision, to
allow the past to be.

I dedicate my life to
the light of day, and to
liberate my soul from
the darkness of night

It was only after midnight
that Dennis began to be more
conscious about a woman’s
presence in the house.

By Nhamo Muchagumisa
Something seemed to tell
Dennis to stop making a fool
of his own conscience. Emily
had walked away from his life
as easily as she had walked in.
He had checked her place for
her return countless times,
but her niece always told him,
to the agony of his bleeding
heart, that Emily was still
away.
“What is holding her back
from the place she had
claimed was where nights
were truly peaceful,” Dennis
asked his lady’s niece.
“She says she is looking after
her ailing mother, so I had to
come to look after her house
in her absence, Eustina answered upon his ninth visit.
Emily’s place was one spacious room in a high-density
residential area with floral
drapings as partitions between the sitting room and
the bedroom.
Huge mirrors like silver pools
had been screwed on two of
the inner walls and Dennis
sat on a sofa, stealing glances at his misery when he
thought that Eustina was not
watching.
Dennis and Eustina sat in
the comfort of the makeshift
sitting room, waiting for the
return of Dennis’ angel, but
this vigil once more ended in
deep disappointment.
Dennis left the place with a

After The Return Of
The Day, Through The
Breath Of Red Flames
terrible headache, and allowed the airs of approaching
midnight to bath his crestfallen face. He preferred fire to
the wind. He needed tongues
of fire to purge his heart of
the common male disease,
that of holding on to lost love
as if one was growing younger
in the process.
He needed a breath of red
flames to disinfect his heart
of the image of a woman who
had spent long nights with
him and never allowed him to
play husband to her body.
The jacaranda trees on both
sides of the narrow street
seemed to be reading into
his thoughts as he passed the
chapel where he had hoped
that his marriage to Emily
would be solemnised.
Dennis was glad that most
street lights were dysfunc-

TheSunday
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tional, otherwise their light
would have even made his
vain dream more ridiculous.
“If she really loves me, she
ought to have kept her phone
alive. Most probably, she has
another number, through
which she gets in touch with
the inner circle of her life,”
Dennis said loudly in his
heart.
As soon as the first bead of
sweat from his brow got into
his left eye, he realised that he
was already two streets past
his residence.
He wiped his eye with the
back of his hand as another
trickle of sweat found its way
into his other eye eye causing
another terrible itching sensation. He turned around and
started walking back, towards
his house. That night, as he

lay in the bed, that might remain single forever, he made
up his mind to visit Emily’s
place for the last time the
following day.
He remembered the old adage
that a water pot is heaviest as
one approaches the fringes
of one’s yard, so he thought it
prudent to make one last call.
Dennis wondered if he would
be fresh for the work day
which was only a few hours
away, and recalled that he had
never felt fresh for anything
from the moment he began to
suspect that Emily might have
other plans regarding their
relationship.
The workday had not lasted as long as he had feared,
although in his vocabulary,
drudge had become a substitute for duty. At around

He slowly rose from the sofa
where he had been dozing
the night away, and walked
towards the drapings that
separated the sitting room
section of the room from the
bedroom.
He parted the curtains and
walked towards the bed he
knew so well and crawled into
the sheets where Eustina was
purring in her sleep. “So you
have finally realised that I am
a woman,” Eustina said.
“Yes, but I do not know if it is
right,” he responded, knowing
exactly that it was not.
“My aunt taught me to forget
the dirty things of every night
that passed, in order to enjoy
the light of every new day,”
Eustina said.
Without so much of a preamble, Eustina had played wife
to Dennis, but he was more
frustrated than gratified. How
could he usurp his dream
with this eighteen-year-old?
But that could not be undone. She showed no pang of
impending loneliness when
Dennis left long before sunrise, but her moment would
come.
Nhamo Muchagumisa is an
English Language and Literature teacher, and he writes
from Odzi. He writes in his
own capacity and can be
contacted on +263777460162.
Email him at: muchagumisan@gmail.com
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Nakamba’s exceptional charitable
work in Zimbabwe continues
By John Townley
Aston Villa midfielder Marvelous Nakamba continues to
give back to the communities
in Zimbabwe that shaped
him as a boy with a dream
of becoming a professional
footballer.
Nakamba grew up in Bulawayo and played for Zimbabwean clubs Highlanders
and Bantu Rovers before his
eventual move to France to
join Nancy in 2012.
Five years and seven Champions League appearances later,
Nakamba joined Premier
League club Villa from Club
Brugge for £11million and
has used his platform as one
of Zimbabwe's most successful footballers to launch
a charitable foundation that
helps people back in his
homeland.
The Marvelous Nakamba

Foundation (MNF) was
formed in 2019 and aims to
use the power of sport and
education to give back to
communities in Zimbabwe.
In April of last year, The
MNF announced that they
had managed to pay for 1,000
school fees as parents had
been struggling to cover those
costs.
The students were selected
through recommendations by
school staff, with a focus on
the underprivileged.
It followed on from MNF's
announcement that the charity had paid school fees for
1,500 children in 21 schools
from five provinces through
its education assistance programme (EAP), in February
2020.
Described as a "champion
both for aspiring footballers
and vulnerable children in society" by The Herald, Nakamba has also pledged to fight

my brand to try and help in
the best way possible. Girls
have been disadvantaged in
society since years back and
we have to fight to end that."
During the off-season, Nakamba's foundation is also
sponsoring an Under-17 Invitational tournament which
kicks off in Bulawayo next
weekend.

against child marriages in his
country, too.
Earlier this week, Nakamba was present as UNICEF
Zimbabwe held a press event
ahead of the Day of the African Child, which lands on
June 16, in Harare, the capital
city of Zimbabwe.
In Zimbabwe, statistics show
that one in every three women aged between 20-49 years
are married before the age of

18, and Nakamba is committed to fight for change.
He said at the event: "I thrive
to stand for what is right in
society. I come from a disadvantaged background in
Dhinde, Hwange, down there.
I have lived in a ghetto and
you know growing up, you
see a lot of abnormalities
going on. "I stand for what is
right and I am going to use

Nakamba's father and chairman of the MNF, Anthony
Nakamba, said at the launch
of the event: "The Marvelous
Nakamba Foundation was
a dream that Marvelous has
always had to make a positive
difference in communities,
especially for young people.
You will all agree with me that
Marvelous has profiled the
country in a positive manner
globally, thus making him a
global sport ambassador and
role model for many youths
in Zimbabwe and Africa.
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Sadio Mane’s £35m Departure
Was The Best Business Decision
By Dave Powell
Sadio Mane leaves Liverpool
a club legend.
A record of 120 goals in 269
appearances in all competitions and a medal haul that
has included the Premier
League, Champions League,
FA Cup, League Cup, FIFA
Club World Cup and UEFA
Super Cup ensures that the
30-year-old Senegalese has
done enough to be placed
alongside the very best of
those to have represented the
club.
All good things come to an
end, however, and while the
joy at Liverpool landing the
next generation in Darwin
Nunez for a fee that could rise
to as much as £85m, the week
ended on sad note as Mane,

such an important part of
what Jurgen Klopp has created at Liverpool, departed the
club and headed to the Bundesliga to sign with Bayern
Munich in a £35m deal.

ho and his £142m move to
Barcelona that facilitated the
transformational deals for
Alisson Becker and Virgil van
Dijk the most obvious example of that.

For Liverpool, while the
arguments can undoubtedly
be made as to whether losing
such a player makes competitive sense in the shorter term,
taking a longer-term view on
what happens on and off the
field means that it was probably a deal that was too good
to turn down.

The move for Nunez, while
something that the club can
finance without too many
pieces having to be moved
around given that the fee will
be amortised over the life of
his six-year contract, is one
that the club will want to try
and chip away some of the
cost of from the disposal of
player registrations and transfer fees raised.

Player trading has always
been the Fenway Sports
Group way.
The outlay on new signings
has historically been aided in
no small part by the sale of
players after their value had
risen, with Philippe Coutin-

Mane was a valuable asset
to Liverpool whose performance levels had not dropped
off, but for a player who was
heading into the final year
of his contract and who was

now in his 30s, a decision had
to be made.
Mane arrived at Liverpool
back in 2016 from Southampton for a £34m fee. In the
six years since the Reds have
brought the very best out of
him and he has proven to
be one of Klopp's most key
assets.
But football doesn't stand still
and the Reds have to think
about what happens in two,
three or four years time, not
just about what happens next
season. To get a £1m profit
on a player who was signed
six years ago and now in their
30s is strong business, whichever way you look at it.
The consideration had to be
made around wages, too. A
new deal for Mane would

have been costly, with the
Senegalese likely to want to
be not far off what Mohamed
Salah would be looking for to
renegotiate.
Liverpool are still having issues in getting Salah to commit, still trying to find ways
to fit him into a pay structure
that has been carefully built
so as to ensure greater cost
certainty and reduce the
risk of wage liabilities spiralling out of control, with the
concern being that bending
a great deal for Salah means
that renegotiations with existing players become far more
costly, as does negotiating
with prospective new players.
Various reports have suggested differing salaries for Mane
in Germany. - Source: Liverpool Echo
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